The IVCC Jazz Band (Ensemble) meets from 6:30 (improv/combo/theory), 7:00 (full band) to 9:15 P.M., every Wednesday that school is in session. Membership is open to all qualified musicians in the IVCC district who wish to further their study of Jazz. Stylistic and historic elements of Jazz are studied in a performance setting. Jazz improvisation and basic Jazz theory and skills are explored through literature studied. Since this is a performance based class, attendance at rehearsals is crucial to a polished public performance. Non-attendance affects everyone in the ensemble. Grades are based on attendance, improvement of musical proficiency, and effort.

Performances presently scheduled for the spring semester are:

Wed. May 5 – IVCC – 7 - 9

Larry W. Butkus
IVCC Jazz Band Director
223-8221 (home)
228-8219 (cell)
l_butkus@comcast.net